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Causal inference: “Correlation is not causation”

Potential sources of association

(a) direct effects

(b) indirect effects

(c) measured confounding

(d) unmeasured confounding

(e) selection bias

(f) all

2 Tutorial for Causal Inference
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FIGURE 1.1
Some of the sources of dependence between a hypothetical exposure A on the outcome Y :
(a) the exposure A directly a↵ects the outcome Y ; (b) the exposure A directly a↵ects the
outcome Y as well as indirectly a↵ects it through the mediator Z; (c) the exposure A has
no e↵ect on the outcome Y , but an association is induced by a measured common cause
W ; (d) the exposure A has no e↵ect on the outcome Y , but an association is induced by
an unmeasured common cause U ; (e) the exposure A has no e↵ect on the outcome Y , but
an association is induced by only examining data among those not censored C; (f) all these
sources of dependence are present. Please note this not an exhaustive list.

confounding, unmeasured confounding and selection bias [6]. Methods to delineate causation
from correlation are perhaps more pressing now than ever [7, 8].

1.2 The Scientific Question

The first step in the causal “roadmap” is to specify the scientific objective. As a running
example, we will consider the timing of antiretroviral therapy (ART) initiation and its
impact on outcomes among HIV+ individuals. Early ART initiation has been been shown
to improve patient outcomes as well as reduce transmission between discordant couples
[9, 10]. In 2013, the World Health Organization (WHO) recommended a change in the
guidelines for initiation from a CD4+ T cell threshold of 350 cells/mm3 to 500 cells/mm3

[11]. Suppose we want to learn the e↵ect of immediate ART initiation (i.e. irrespective of
CD4+ T cell count) on mortality. Large consortiums, such as the International epidemiologic
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Causal inference: a roadmap

0 Scientific question

1 Causal model representing real knowledge

2 Counterfactuals & causal parameter

3 Observed data & link to causal model

4 Identify: Knowledge + data sufficient?

5 Commit to an estimand as close to question as
possible, and a statistical model representing real
knowledge

6 Estimation

7 Interpretation

Want more? Biostat690B
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Machine learning for prediction

How can we build an optimal predictor for health
outcomes?

- “Optimal” depends on the research question
- Single variable?
- Parametric regression?
- Too many variables; too little knowledge

Machine learning: Automated approach to flexibly
discover complex relationships from data

- Super Learner: ensemble method to best weighted
combination of algorithms
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Statistics with highly dependent data

Our health and well-being rarely are i.i.d. (independent identically
distributed)

- Clustering within households, neighborhoods, schools, communities
- Longitudinal (repeated measures)
- Hierarchical or multi-level

Account for highly dependent data while minimizing assumptions
- Let’s not assume to know more than we actually know

- Machine learning with statistical inference
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The SEARCH Study - Integrating research & practice

Ongoing cluster randomized trial (NCT:01864603)

- Baseline: 2013-2014

32 communities in rural Uganda and Kenya

>320,000 persons

Pragmatic trial: the effect community-based HIV testing and
ART-based interventions in real world settings

www.searchendaids.com
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The SEARCH Study - Integrating research & practice

Intervention:

- Annual community-wide HIV testing
- Patient-centered ART for all HIV+

Control:

- Baseline community-wide HIV testing
- Country-guided ART for HIV+

Primary outcome:
- Three-year cumulative incidence of HIV

- Proportion of baseline HIV-negative adult residents
who become HIV-positive within 3 years

- Cohort: 118,038 individuals
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The SEARCH Study - Integrating research & practice

Design and analysis issues

What is our parameter of interest?

- How do we translate our scientific question
into a causal quantity?

How should we design the trial?

- To pair-match or not to pair-match?

How should we analyze our data?

- Maximally unbiased and efficient estimator?
- Statistical inference?
- Adaptive yet pre-specified analysis?

Ever-changing landscape of HIV prevention and
treatment
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Machine learning in the field

Prediction: Who is at high risk for HIV infection?

Self-assessment of risk

- After community sensitization, education, counseling

HIV-negative individual with a HIV-positive partner

Who else?

- Self-assessment may not be accurate
- Basic demographic risk groups (e.g. young women)

may miss many in a generalized epidemic setting

Developed and deployed Super Learner on tablets

- Risk classification for intervention targeting in real
time and with limited resources
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Social networks and public health

Our health and well-being is affected by
members of our social (and sexual) network

How do we incorporate these dependencies
into a causal and statistical inference
framework?

How can we use measures of the network to
optimize interventions?

How can we incorporate our knowledge of the
network in our design and analysis?
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•  Community-wide mobile HIV testing campaigns can rapidly 
increase HIV testing coverage and identify undiagnosed 
cases. 

•  Understanding social dynamics behind campaign 
participation and HIV testing may provide novel 
mobilization strategies to achieve high campaign 
participation and testing coverage more efficiently. 

•  We evaluated whether social network data predicted 
baseline testing uptake in a community-wide mobile HIV 
testing campaign in a single rural Ugandan community 
included in the SEARCH Trial (NCT01864603) .  
 

Objec>ves: 
 
•  Methodology: To construct a complete community-wide 

social network on adult residents in a rural community in 
Uganda, using social contacts named during a community-
wide household census.  

•  Application: To evaluate whether social network 
characteristics predict testing uptake in a baseline 
community-wide mobile HIV testing campaign.  

BACKGROUND( METHODS( RESULTS(
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Local(Social(Network(Features(Predict(HIV(Tes>ng(Uptake(in(a(Rural(Ugandan(Community((

Social(Network:((
(
•  The complete social network for 4810 adults contained 

25148 links across all five domains, with 96% of individuals 
connected through mutual contacts. 

•  The proportion of trios that are fully connected is 17%, and 
it takes an average of 4.7 contacts to connect any two 
individuals in the community. 

•  The subnetwork of 100 HIV+ adults was denser and had 
more fully connected subgroups of size >=4 than expected 
by chance (p< 0.05), and showed multiple social links to 
non-testers.  

Contact(

CONCLUSIONS(

•  We may achieve high testing coverage more efficiently 
through social network-based mobilization strategies that 
target 1) individuals with less social support and 2) 
penetrate dense and clustered local networks. 

•  Social network data identified connected groups of HIV+ 
individuals that are denser than would be by chance. These 
HIV+ cases also have social links to multiple non-testers 
and can potentially be used to identify hidden high-risk 
individuals. 

!Community*wide!social!network:"Nodes"(persons)"are"color0coded"by"village,"lines"
represent"social"links"between"persons.""
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The(SEARCH(Trial(

Adjusted(Analysis:(Predic>ng(HIV(Tes>ng(Uptake(

Social(Network(Construc>on:((
(
1.  We established social links between enumerated adults in 

the community by matching contact records with census 
records using a benchmarked, community-tailored, and 
semiautomated record linkage algorithm. 

2.  Based on the resulting community-wide social network 
(SN), for each adult we obtained SN characteristics 
- the number of named contacts for each social domain 
- local network density (proportion of realized links among 
all possible) 
- local network clustering (proportion of trios that are fully 
connected) 
- a centrality measure of an individual’s position within the 
overall community.  

3.  We further constructed a subnetwork of adults known to 
be HIV+ at baseline. Its structural features were compared 
to 1000 simulated populations of the same prevalence and 
network topology but randomly assigned HIV status.  

 
Sta>s>cal(Analysis(of(SN(predictors(of(tes>ng(uptake:((
(
1.  Identifying candidate SN predictors of uptake 

outcomes: We first applied a univariate analysis to identify 
potential SN  predictors of not attending CHC and not 
testing by the hybrid approach.  

2.  Data-adaptive learning of demographic confounders of 
uptake outcomes: We used Super Learner to data-
adaptively identify the subset of demographic variables 
(age, sex, marital status, occupation, education, wealth).  
- Super Learner is a machine learning algorithm that uses 
internal data splits to build an optimal predictor from a 
library of predictors. 

3.  Adjusted association analysis with cluster-robust 
standard errors: For each candidate SN predictor 
(identified in step 1), we perform a separate association 
analysis using a logistic regression, controlling for 
demographic confounders (identified in step 2). Standard 
errors are obtained using robust sandwich estimator with 
clustering by village. 

Outcomes( Not(aRending(
Community(Health(
Campaign((CHC)(

Not(tes>ng(by(the(
hybrid(approach(

SN(predictors( Adj.(OR((95%(CI)( Adj.(OR((95%(CI)(

Fewer&named&emo/onal&
contacts&

1.15&(1.07,&1.23)& 1.17&(1.04,1.32)&

Fewer&named&money&contacts& 1.16&(1.09,&1.24)& 1.20&(1.08,&1.33)&

Fewer&named&health&contacts& 1.14&(1.06,&1.23)& 1.19&(1.06,&1.35)&

Fewer&named&food_sharing&
contacts&
&

1.20&(1.15,&1.26)& 1.23&(1.14,&1.33)&

Fewer&named&free_/me&contacts&
&

1.18&(1.11,&1.25)& 1.24&(1.11,&1.38)&

Local&network&density& 3.58&(2.49,&5.16)& 2.91&(1.47,&5.74)&

Local&network&clustering.&& 1.78&(1.06,&2.97)&

Local&network&size& 0.97&(0.95,&0.98)&

Individual&centrality&in&whole&
network&

0.03&(0.01,&0.11)& 0.01&(0.002,0.06)&

"Separate"adjusted"analysis"for"each"SN"predictor"and"outcome"of"interest,"controlling"for"demographic"confounders.""

METHODS(
Data(Collec>on:((
(
•  During a baseline population-wide census, demographic 

information and social network contact information 
across 5 social domains (health, money, emotional, food 
sharing, free time) were collected from all adults (15 years 
or older) in the community.  

•  At baseline, through a hybrid approach of community 
health campaigns (CHC) followed by home based testing 
(HBT) for non-attendees, we tested 94% of enumerated 
adult stable residents (82% by CHC, 12% by HBT).  

RESULTS(

RESULTS(

•  Across all social domains, those with fewer named contacts were 
both less likely to attend CHC and less likely to test by the 
hybrid approach.  

•  Individuals with dense local networks have the highest risk for 
both not attending CHC and not testing by the hybrid approach.  

•  Local network clustering is associated with increased likelihood 
of not attending CHC.  

•  Individuals with higher centrality within overall community are 
more likely to both attend CHC and test for HIV.  

"Subnetwork!of!baseline!HIV+!(yellow!nodes)!and!non*testers!(blue!nodes):!blue"links"
means"same"household,"red"links"means"different"households.!!
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